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Dumps

"Dump" is a word that has of late attained a special significance. Formerly the word "dump" signified the final repository for the city’s rubbish. The evil odors emanating from this resting place was such as to cause it to be situated on the outskirts of the city.

Unfortunately, the city dump has been moved to the heart of the city—Madison Square Garden. And the rubbish consists of the reputation of the City College.

The reputation of the College has been subjected to self-inflicted murder. Administration and students must both bear the burden of responsibility.

We all clamored for the big team—the team that could lick any other in the country.

City College got a big, winning team. The players fulfilled their function up to a point—up to the point that their winning games became more important to the players. Evidently they resolved any moral dilemma they had by accepting the materialistic dictates of their environment. Just as their records were clandestinely adulterated, the scores were esoterically lowered.

The students reveled in the glory of a winning basketball team and shouted for more and more victories. The scores were esoterically lowered. Just as their records were clandestinely adulterated, the players didn’t apply to the existing rules. The situation is complicated because there are about 50 persons from 10 different offices who have access to the files.

"Assistant Coach Harold Sand participated in the College’s decision and answered in detail the charges made against him. He also said that the College players who violated any rules of intercollegiate athletics.

Committee Answers Robeson Restriction

The Student-Faculty Committee on Student Activities issued a statement Monday, denying the charges that the College’s refusal to allow Paul Robeson to appear in Great Hall was, “an abridgment of academic freedom.”

SFCSA stated that the reason Robeson was not allowed to appear in Great Hall were in no way connected with his political position. It was considered by the chairman that political considerations were not relevant to the issue being discussed by the committee at that time.

The meeting was held Friday, November 9, to confer upon the Young Progressives of America’s request to invite Paul Robeson to sing and advocate left-wing causes, to appear January 10 in the main auditorium Uptown. The committee took no action barring Mr. Robeson from the College campus.

The regulation referred to by the SFCSA stated, “The use of Great Hall will be denied that student or group that has not maintained a high standard of conduct.

The sound bodies that are built up usually belong to a very few people. Intercollegiate sports usually result in a great excess of well-developed weaknesses as a result of "sportsmanship."

As for sportsmanship, it is not developed, unless by that term we merely mean winning. A philosophy of end justifying means is built up with winning coaches lauded and losing coaches fired.

But these results are merely rationalizations growing out of the seed of commercialism. Any solution must therefore be drastic and to many unpleasant. It has been suggested that inter-collegiate sports be completely abolished. However, we believe that this can possibly be avoided to satisfy that segment of the college community which would still like to retain inter-collegiate sports.

The solution would consist in a completely non-commercialized system such as the one in force at Johns Hopkins University. Nevertheless, one thing is certain.

City College must never again have a big-time winning team!
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Bunche Declines Board Offer For Presidency of City College

Dr. Ralph Bunche, head of the United Nations Division on Trusteeship, has declined an offer to become the next president of the College.

Dr. Bunche was quoted as refusing the position because of "present commitments to the United Nations." In a previous article in this week's issue of the "Pittsburgh-Courier."

The article disclosed that Dr. Bunche was offered the position by the College's Board of Trustees. It permitted to keep the position open for him until October, 1952, if he would accept. Pres. Harry N. Wright is scheduled to retire August 31, 1952.

Dr. Bunche's statement that he was offered the position was made Wednesday from Paris, where he is now attending the sixth meeting of the General Assembly.

Placing his work in the United Nations above immediate academic interests, Dr. Bunche stated, in refusing the position, "I believe in the United Nations and I want to see that job through first. Unless peace can be established through the UN, no academic job will be worth anything.

Dr. Bunche gave this as being the same reason for which he refused President Truman's offer to serve as Assistant Secretary of State.

The UN delegate's second and final refusal to the $18,000 a year position was made at a luncheon conference held on Oct. 30 with an unidentified member of the Board of Higher Education.

President Wright himself offered no comment about Bunche's decline of the offer. Members of the Board of Higher Education had "nothing to say.

Dr. Bunche declined the offer in spite of "many outside pressures," including that of Herbert Laxey, prominent New York lawyer, according to the "Pittsburgh-Courier" article.
**Alumni Society Plans Meeting:**

The annual business and social meeting of the Alumni Society of City College will be held at the Boardroom, City College, December 14. Members of the faculty and alumni should be present and a special meeting of the class of 1936 will be held before the regular meeting.

On the agenda for the business meeting will be the announcement of the Federation of Greater New York at the City College's annual meeting, December 5, at 2:30 p.m. in the Boardroom. The meeting will include a discussion of the Federation's work, its structure, and its constitution. The Federation is made up of representatives from various organizations, including the CCNY Alumni Association. The purpose of the Federation is to promote the interests of the alumni and to keep them informed of CCNY's activities. The Federation also provides a forum for alumni to discuss and address issues of concern to the alumni community.

**Gripes Inc. Offers Peeses; Gite Past Accomplishments:**

Gripes Inc., sponsored by the Public Affairs Committee, has submitted a list of grievances to the student body. In this list are the following: 1) The Dean of the College, 2) The President of the College, 3) The Board of Trustees, and 4) The City College. The list includes concerns about the administration's response to student issues, the quality of instruction, and the treatment of students by faculty members.

**Alumni Association Plans Meeting:**

The annual business meeting of the Alumni Association will be held at the Boardroom, City College, December 14. Members of the faculty and alumni should be present and a special meeting of the class of 1936 will be held before the regular meeting.

On the agenda for the business meeting will be the announcement of the Federation of Greater New York at the City College's annual meeting, December 5, at 2:30 p.m. in the Boardroom. The meeting will include a discussion of the Federation's work, its structure, and its constitution. The Federation is made up of representatives from various organizations, including the CCNY Alumni Association. The purpose of the Federation is to promote the interests of the alumni and to keep them informed of CCNY's activities. The Federation also provides a forum for alumni to discuss and address issues of concern to the alumni community.

**Be Happy—Go Lucky!**

It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. It takes more than just a name. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting tobacco in every cigarette. That's why Lucky Strike tastes better. Be Happy—Go Lucky! Get a can today!
**BOOTERS WIN CROWN**

CCNY Booters Beat Pratt; Take Met Conference Title In Final Game of Season

The greatest City College soccer team in Lavernder history ended its 1951 season in convincing fashion yesterday, by defeating the courageous-minded Pratt eleven 2-4.

The Booters thus walked off with the Metropolitan Conference Crown, after having collected 16 points, a record for two years, on the basis of three wins and no losses and an overall slate of eight victories against one setback.

It was obvious when the game began that the Lavernder booters were determined to claim their first City title in four years as quickly as possible, for the Booters played a powerful and offensive and continued to force the issue throughout the fray.

City Booters

At 11:30 of the initial quarter Edozie Ekwunife slipped past a string of timely passes by attempting the first goal of the game for a 1-0 lead.

The City forward line maintained its pressing tactics for most of the first half, but spirited defensive maneuvers by Tech fullback Malcolm Greenridge and goalsteamer Leo Lavrentiev prevented any further scoring.

Early in the fourth quarter, Edozie Ekwunife returned with a shot in front of the nets and tallied his second goal and the game's first and final one of this lengthy, successful campaign.

After the game's conclusion, youthful mentor Werner Rothschild ordered his team's performance throughout the season. "The boys came through in fine fashion," he commented. "They played fine team ball all year and every victory was a team victory."

One glance at the completed scoring statistics will easily verify Rot's comments. Ten Booters are figured in the 33 goals scored during the nine-game period.

Gri Siniri, a senior and veteran of two years collegiate competition, emerged as the squad's high scorer by edging out Irosh Senadi, Edozie Ekwunife, and Kostantinou, S goals to 7. Then followed sophomore star Tommy Holm with 4 goals and Edozie Ekwunife added 3 goals while Bob Pinella brought the totals to 10 goals, as the Booters finished atop the Metropolitan Conference.

---

**Prof Winograd Defines Policy**

"The news was a complete shock to me," declared Sam Winograd, faculty manager of athletics, while commenting on the charges made by Judge Saul S. Street that there were irregularities involved in the scholastic records of athletes, he explained that such records do not go through his office.

Winograd also explained the method by which athletes are introduced to the coaching staff and the results of his report delivered to the court, Judge Street implied, among other things, that City College ignored scholastic requirements in the case of athletes, and subsidized them to a considerable extent, naming Sam as the chief recruiter for the School in connection with the "benefits of playing sports for such a school." Sam is showed with its possible future lucrative offers for professional ball.

Holman Begins 33rd Year As Hoopsters Open Season

Nat Holman, beginning his 33rd year as head coach, will place his 1951-52 Beaver basketball five on display as the feature of the annual City College Alumni Homecoming Day, Saturday evening at the Main Gym.

Their opposition for this opening encounter will consist of a squad of 13 players, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, and 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts.

The evening program will open with the performance of the Varsity Alumni Basketball game, and then with 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts, 3 contacts.

Tommy Holm with 4 goals and Edozie Ekwunife with 3 goals each.

---

**AA Cards**

AA members may purchase their tickets at the box office at 12-3 in the AA office. The card entitles the holder to a discount in all home basketball games with the exception of those that are scheduled for half-time the Polanskymen basketball game. The price of the card is $2.25.

---

**Downtown Five Takes Opener**

The Commerce basketball five opens its season this afternoon at 12:30 p.m., and its opponents will be the 13th Street Five, the former winners of the 1951-52 Metropolitan Conference Basketball Championship. The Commerce five, it is expected, will be far better equipped than the 13th Street Five, and the game will be a test of the Commerce five's ability to hold its own against the team that won the conference title last season.

The Commerce five, it is expected, will be far better equipped than the 13th Street Five, and the game will be a test of the Commerce five's ability to hold its own against the team that won the conference title last season.